C5' omitted DNA enhances bendability and protein binding.
Protein-DNA interactions are of great biological importance. The specificity and strength of these intimate contacts are crucial in the proper functioning of a cell, wherein the role of DNA dynamic bendability has been a matter of discussion. We relate DNA bendability to protein binding by introducing some simple modifications in the DNA structure. We removed C5' carbon in first modified structure and the second has an additional carbon between C3' and 3'-OH, hereby pronounced as C(-) and C(+) nucleic acids respectively. We observed that C(+) nucleic acid retains B-DNA duplex as seen by means of 500 ns long molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, structural and energetic calculations, while C(-) nucleic acid attains a highly bend structure. We transferred these observations to a protein-DNA system in order to monitor as to what extent the bendability enhances the protein binding. The energetics of binding is explored by performing 100 ns long MD simulations on control and modified DNA-protein complexes followed by running MM-PBSA/GBSA calculations on the resultant structures. It is observed that C(+) nucleic acid has protein binding in close correspondence to the control system (∼-14 kcal/mol) due to their relatable structure, while the C(-) nucleic acid displayed high binding to the protein (∼-18 kcal/mol). DelPhi based calculations reveal that the high binding could be the result of enhanced electrostatic interactions caused by exposed bases in the bend structure for protein recognition. Such modified oligonucleotides, due to their improved binding to protein and resistance to nuclease degradation, have a great therapeutic value.